
FIFTH QUIZ
You have 15 minutes from the start of class to complete this quiz.  Read the problems with care; work with 
deliberate speed.  Don’t give us more than we ask for.  The usual instructions apply.  Good luck!

Problem 1  (8 points)

A binary tree is either empty or (make-node value left right), where value is a rrant and left and right 
are binary trees.  Complete the function definitions below.  All the parentheses are in the correct places and 
each blank should be filled by exactly one item:  symbol, function name, or constant.  Restaurants are defined 
as usual:

(define-struct rrant (name cuisine phone dish price))
;; match-cuisine?: rrant string -> Boolean
;; Return true if the input restaurant’s cuisine matches the input string
(define match-cuisine?
  (lambda (R C)
    (string=? _____________ (rrant-cuisine R))))       ;; C  ---- SCORING: 1/2 point per blank
;; sum-selected-prices:  binary-tree-of-rrants string -> number
;; Return the sum of the prices of each restaurant that serves the specified cuisine.
(define sum-selected-prices
  (lambda (T foodtype)
    (cond
      ((_____________ T) _____________)   ;; empty?   0  SCORING: 1/2 pt/blank

      (else (_____________  ;; +  

             (_____________ (_____________ T) _____________) ;; sum-sel-prices   node-left  foodtype

             (cond
               ((___________ (___________ T) ___________) (___________ (___________ T))) 

               (else ______________)) ;; 0  ;LINE ABOVE:  match-cuisine? n-v foodtype r-p n-v

             (______________ (______________ T) _____________))))))
             (sum-selected-prices (node-right T) foodtype))))))))

Problem 2  (12 points)

Along with this exam is a copy of the Restaurants program.  This version includes erasing the collection, ad-
justing prices, and a collection implemented using a binary search tree.

(a)  (3 points)  Which function(s) make up the “model” portion of this program (as opposed to the “view” and 
“controller” portions)?  List their names below.  

rrant-change-price for sure (I also want define-struct rrant, rrant-get-info, and rrant-price, but it’s okay if they leave them 
out; define-struct isn’t a function definition, and arguably the other two are “view” and “controller”);  also make-collection, 
collection-add, collection-empty?, collection-search, collection-remove, collection-adjust-prices, collection->list.  If they leave 
out one of the collection ones, or include the define-struct treenode, I think that’s okay.

(b)  (1 points)  Which function(s) implement insertion into a binary search tree?

collection-add

(c)  (2 points)  Which function(s) traverse the binary search tree?

collection-->list, collection-adjust-prices 
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(d)  (3 points)  Does this program implement lazy deletion or conventional deletion?  In one brief English sen-
tence, how can you tell (i.e., what parts of the code answer this question)?

Lazy deletion:  The nodes are marked “deleted” or not; the structure of the tree isn’t changed.

(e)  (3 points)  Why does the restaurant collection include the function collection->list?  In other words, 
what’s the use or need for converting the BST into a list?

The client code doesn’t know how the collection is implemented; a list, because it’s built into Scheme, can serve as a standard 
form for communicating data.  Any answer that gets at the idea of information hiding or abstraction barriers should get 
credit; don’t be too tough, but they do have to get the concept that the client/user of the collection “class” doesn’t/shouldn’t 
have to know how the class is implemented (or that the implementor should be able to change implementations so long as 
the API (contract/purpose) is maintained).

That’s the end of the quiz.  This line is here mainly so you don’t fill the page with your answers.
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